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ABSTRACT

IseHarvest is a network analysis tool designed as a framework for extracting data from TCP streams. Once extracted, it reconstructs the data into individual files and documents from captured network traffic, and saving the data locally. Besides being a framework, IseHarvest passively extracts HTTP data from captured traffic and reconstructs files and web directory layouts in such a way to enable web content monitoring of network resources. By re-linking HTML and CSS files, it provides an after the fact visual of how web sites were viewed over a network and a look at how corresponding web servers are laid out by looking at only captured files.
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

In today’s Internet-driven world, there are large quantities of data being sent over computer networks, both on the large scale (Internet or World Wide Web) and smaller scale (business, school or intranets). Network analysis is becoming a larger part of daily life for these networks and network administration. A common method of analyzing a network is to capture all traffic passing through the network over a period of time, usually performed with an application similar to Wireshark, described in Section 2.2. That captured traffic is then analyzed, using applications such as Wireshark, to retrieve information that varies from what computers were involved in a connection, what type of protocol was used in the traffic, and even to determine whether the information was encrypted or not. This information is very useful in helping us prove that a specified computer accessed a web site, when it accessed a site, what protocols were used, and even what programs were used to access that web site. However, it can be difficult for the common computer user and ad hoc administrator to make sense of this information, due to the technical format, and determine what content was actually viewed. There may be times where it can be desirable to determine what content was viewed by a specific computer to ensure proper use of a business network. Therefore, it is necessary to create an application which will allow an administrator to visually see the websites and images which were viewed over the monitored network.

IseHarvest is intended to improve network analysis to determine what content was passed over the internet connection. It attempts to reconstruct the content in such a manner that it can be easily viewed, whether a user is technically trained or not. A
specific example would be when a business is paying for its employees to attend a seminar or conference. The business is spending money on this opportunity for employees, and if employees are surfing the Internet for unrelated material, they might not be gaining any benefits from this event. If a business were able to find out if employees were wasting time using business resources, that could change how future events are planned and what resources are available.

1.1 IseHarvest Overview

IseHarvest was thought of and created from the need to make network analysis easier by passively reconstructing standard web traffic into corresponding data files. IseHarvest is also intended to provide a framework for implementation and extension of additional network protocols. Its goals include: 1) read captured Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) traffic, 2) extract the HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP) data, 3) reconstruct that data into viable documents, videos and web pages, 4) re-link HTML and CSS pages to allow local viewing without directly contacting a website, and 5) provide a framework for future modifications and extensions to be added to IseHarvest. It reads captured network traffic data and reconstructs it directly into the images, documents and graphical web pages that were viewed over the network and stores them in a reconstruction of server directories. This enables users of IseHarvest to easily understand and comprehend what network users viewed over the Internet, what documents were sent or received, and be able to see graphically what web pages have been viewed.

In order to provide a visual aid in understanding IseHarvest’s flow, the following diagram represents the process that data follows when run through IseHarvest. Upon
receiving packets from Tcpflow implementation, if identified as HTTP, they are processed and the data is extracted. When completed files are received, if determined to be HTML or CSS files then the data is re-linked to allow easy viewing locally. Finally, all files assembled, are written to the hard drive to be viewed later.

Figure 1: IseHarvest Flow

IseHarvest concurrently has other uses that it may prove to be beneficial for, such as research environments similar to the Internet-Scale Event and Attack Generation Environment (ISEAGE) project at Iowa State University. The ISEAGE simulation environment creates large amounts of web traffic captured during events that could be potentially extracted using IseHarvest. When used in conjunction with tools such as Wireshark, useful information could be deduced from what type of attacks were being performed and how websites were changed or modified as a result. Officials at businesses, schools or universities could potentially use this software, depending on the
situation, to verify whether employees or students are using company computers to view class related material or unrelated material on school or business-controlled network resources. There are numerous possibilities for IseHarvest to be used in web traffic reconstruction. In the following section, the technologies examined when researching IseHarvest will be mentioned.

CHAPTER 2. RELATED TECHNOLOGY

This chapter presents a few technologies that provide functionalities along similar lines to IseHarvest. Concurrently discussed are some of the limitations and reasons why these applications are inadequate for the purpose of providing a more visual-oriented network analysis option.

2.1 Tcpdump

Tcpdump is an open source Unix/Linux compatible, command line application designed to provide a dump or capture of traffic going over the network. Simply put, Tcpdump prints out a description of the contents of data packets captured on a network interface [1]. This dump can be supplemented with specific options to look for certain types of traffic or can be used to dump all traffic that is on the network at the time of its operation. In addition to capturing and filtering received packets, Tcpdump provides a number of functionalities: 1) read and write captured traffic to data files in Packet Capture (PCAP) [2] format, 2) filter packets based on specified parameters, and 3) print limited or full data from each packet based on provided parameters. Tcpdump provides basic options for network analysis while outputting its data to the screen or to data files.
This can limit the ability of Tcpdump to provide detailed analysis of network traffic alone and suggests that Tcpdump is most commonly used in conjunction with other traffic analysis tools, such as Wireshark discussed in the next section, in order to provide effective analysis.

As mentioned, Tcpdump provides a very basic view of the network traffic. It prints a summary of the packets that were captured on the wire, without necessarily storing the data that those packets contained, by default [3]. There are options to provide more detailed information, but the following is of the default screen output:

![Tcpdump Output at Iowa State Homepage](image)

The above data includes information such as IP addresses, Domain Name System (DNS) addresses, port numbers, etc... This information was captured while a web browser viewed the Iowa State University homepage [4] and is used in reference to most images unless noted otherwise. The information is useful because it can help potentially determine what computers were involved in connections, general protocols (IP) and the time of packet capture. However, it does not provide much useful information about what a user is specifically looking at and what that information looks like. If this was
from a past traffic capture, the listed host names or IPs could have changed their viewable data, making it extremely difficult, if not impossible, to actually determine the content of those sites. When Tcpdump is used to directly output packets to the hard drive, there is much more detailed information provided in the file due to following the PCAP format; otherwise Tcpdump returns the packet headers and data.

As it can be seen from the above image, Tcpdump provides information that is more directed toward the technically trained user. It does not provide any method for a user to see a complete data file, whether text based or visually, in order to determine what the data content is. This can limit the usefulness when the intent of network analysis is to determine what the actual content of packets included.

Additionally, Tcpdump was looked at to potentially be used as a base application for building IseHarvest upon. It was chosen against because unlike Tcpflow discussed in section 2.3, Tcpdump did not perform much in the way of TCP stream assembly.

### 2.2 Wireshark

On Windows or UNIX related systems, Wireshark (or Ethereal if referring to older versions) is an open source software package designed to provide network protocol analyzing utilities to its users. Wireshark is a graphical user interface (GUI) network protocol analyzer that provides a method to interactively browse packet data from a live network or from a previously saved capture file. To reach this goal Wireshark provides a number of functionalities: 1) filter captured data based on specified input, 2) organize packets together into complete TCP streams to allow easier analysis of specific connections, 3) read and write captured packets into a variety of formats for compatibility
with other applications and 4) provide statistics to allow correlation between packets and provide results from analyzing network protocols. These functionalities are extremely useful, but can still potentially create difficulties in identifying the actual content being viewed.

Wireshark allows a user to interactively browse through captured packet data from a live network or from previously captured traffic data for the functionalities described above [5]. An example of this is as follows:

![Wireshark Capture of ISU Homepage](image)

**Figure 3: Wireshark Capture of ISU Homepage**

Shown above is a capture from viewing Iowa State University’s home page. As shown, Wireshark is broken into three major abilities: 1) browse through individual packets...
(green and blue colored), 2) break apart and list header information specifically (grey) and 3) show the direct data content of each packet.

Wireshark is extremely useful in technically analyzing data packets. It displays the data effectively and uniformly in byte format, displaying and identifying different byte fields in the data packets. However if a user is not used to examining how packet headers worked, formats of packets, or even the hexadecimal numbering systems used here, then this data may appear as hard to understand gibberish.

Wireshark does begin to approach the purpose and functionality intended for this thesis project. It allows a user to assemble all data into continuous TCP connections or streams. A TCP stream in the context of this paper is a connection between two computers where multiple transmissions take place. These streams may send one file or many files between two computers maintaining the TCP stream. To construct the TCP stream, the user picks a packet and enables the “Follow TCP Stream” function. By following the IP addresses and ports used for each connection, Wireshark identifies all packets that match the parameters of the selected packet to assemble related data packets together and assembles them into the following format of figure 4. The format of the TCP stream can be difficult to follow for new users. It includes the initial HTTP packets that identify each file and follows that with a textual representation of assembled data packets in the TCP stream. For a technically oriented person it provides a lot of useful information, for example: operating systems, web browser, content (HTML or JPEG), language and others. Unless the user possesses a rudimentary understanding of HTTP packet headers, HTML language, CSS language and can understand what an image looks like in byte format, however, it provides little information about what the web page
Figure 4: Wireshark TCP Stream of ISU Homepage

viewed actually looks like. There are many other tools that also perform this same functionality, including Capsa [6] and Javvin [7] products, but do not continue on to the next step of extracting the data into separate files. To understand the formats of these data segments, a user must perform a lot of copying and pasting of data to get it into formats that can be understood. This is obviously not an easy or efficient method to view images and other files.

Wireshark provides a variety of benefits, but still leaves much to be desired towards the goal of being able to see what another person saw over the network and being able to read documents that are “right clicked” and “saved as” from online. It did
however provide a useful tool in testing and implementing IseHarvest.

Wireshark was not chosen as a base to implement IseHarvest in for two reasons. The first reason is that IseHarvest is intended to reassemble data packets into full data files. While this could be done with Wireshark, the graphical interface did not bring any real advantage to IseHarvest since the majority of viewing would be operated through a file system explorer or web browser. The second reason is that simplifying the application would allow IseHarvest to run more quickly on stored capture files. Wireshark is a fairly large and complicated application to have running in the background of a computer. Therefore Wireshark was not chosen to be used as a base for IseHarvest.

2.3 Iris®

Iris® Network Traffic Analyzer is commercial network traffic monitor that provides limited visual web monitoring in addition to a number of functionalities similar to Wireshark. Like Wireshark, Iris® provides the ability to interactively browse through individual packets captured from a network and allows a user to search for specific packets, generate statistics, and identify usage of a targeted internet. In addition to these abilities Iris® also provides a limited ability for packet decoding. This means Iris® can organize captured packets and categorizes them by protocols such as HTTP, PPPoE, and SNMP [8]. Once packets are categorized, Iris® provides a limited ability to visually see what the stream contained as seen in figure 5. As seen above, Iris® does provide limited visualization capabilities for web traffic. When a stream is selected and decoded, Iris® reads the TCP streams into the respective files similarly to Wireshark. Once files are reconstructed, Iris® then takes the next step and allows physical viewing and visualization
of the data. When Iris® visually shows an HTML page, it does not reference other captured files but references back to the hosting web server to re-download the web page. If Iris® has no internet connection, it does not show you the web site as it actually appears, but a text based representation from straight HTML. Additionally, in the above example you can see some out of place text highlighted in red circles. Those pieces of text are values that HTTP uses to segment data and are not handled by this application.

In addition to this, from closer look at the web page shows that it is not formatted as the original Iowa State homepage is. IseHarvest attempts to handle many of these issues in implementation.
While Iris® allows a rudimentary visualization of HTTP and some other protocols; it does have disadvantages of not extracting the data and storing them locally on the computer for easy, separate analysis. Additionally, Iris® requires an internet connection to allow a user to visually see what other people saw over the network. Finally, Iris® is a commercial based application with a hefty price tag and therefore not easily expanded or modified similar to open source applications, such as Wireshark or IseHarvest. Therefore Iris® does not meet the goals of IseHarvest, and leaves an opening for IseHarvest to fulfill.

2.4 Tcpflow

Tcpflow is an open source application designed to provide a capture of traffic going over the viewable network. It differs from Tcpdump in that it reconstructs the actual data streams and stores each flow in a separate file for later analysis [3]. Tcpflow constructs data streams by extracting data from response packets from a given web server to the client. That data is then written to a file based on the IP addresses and ports that are specified in this given TCP data stream.

Tcpflow allows a user to alternatively look at a live capture of traffic or take previously captured data from other applications such as Wireshark or Tcpdump. The main requirement of captured data traffic is that it needs to be in the PCAP format; this allows Tcpflow to read and extract data from PCAP files and convert the packets into the corresponding TCP data streams. Building the captured traffic into data streams allows the data to be organized in a manner similar to the intended purpose of IseHarvest. However, Tcpflow does not take the next step of extracting the data into the specific files
contained in the data stream; by this I mean the images, HTML files, CSS files or even saved documents are combined together into one file instead of saved individually to the hard drive for easy access. The user can only look at this information in its byte or text format. The following is an example of Tcpflow output:

![Tcpflow Output of ISU Homepage](image)

**Figure 6: Tcpflow Output of ISU Homepage**

In the previous data, Tcpflow’s output consists of the HTTP header information containing generic information such as type (text/html), date, etc... before any data file. In addition to the header information it contains the re-assembled data, the HTML file, in a text format. This is difficult to view in a browser because it is combined with the header information and other data included in this TCP stream. This output is extremely useful for text files because it lets you view the content, but is almost useless for image or
video files.

As noted, Tcpflow provides a useful functionality, like Wireshark and Iris®, where it assembles data packets back together into TCP data streams. Unfortunately it does not take the next step of assembling the data into actual data files that will let a web browser or an operating system easily display the data visually. As such, there is still a need for a data extraction tool that takes the process to the next step.

Tcpflow was chosen to use as a base for IseHarvest because it provided a number of useful features that made development of IseHarvest easier, such as packet capture and TCP session assembly. In addition to providing useful features to prevent re-inventing the wheel, Tcpflow is also a light weight, open source application that is adaptable for our purposes.

2.5 Result

There are a number of technologies that allowed a user to examine and analyze captured web traffic. Each of the technologies that I identified allows the user to examine captured traffic at a low, technically oriented level by directly examining bytes or text formats. Other technologies, such as Iris®, provide a user with a limited visual representation of data, but not the opportunity to examine that data separately. This may present a problem for common users and new administrators if they have not been introduced to these options. As a result, IseHarvest moved forward with its purpose to develop a software application to make it easier for administrators and users to look at and visually analyze their captured network traffic.
CHAPTER 3. IMPLEMENTATION

This chapter focuses on the implementation details of various aspects of IseHarvest. It begins by looking at the implementation of Tcpflow and what it brought to IseHarvest. The next section is devoted to what the major aspects of IseHarvest were that needed to be developed and implemented in order to create a functioning application with the following subsections: packet filtering, data extraction, data reconstruction, re-linking, and compiling of the tool for the end user. The chapter ends with a brief explanation of operating the tool to perform network monitoring.

3.1 Tcpflow

As previously mentioned, Tcpflow is an application designed to provide network analysis by following specific TCP streams. Tcpflow operates by examining a provided PCAP file or live capture. Tcpflow was chosen to be the framework for IseHarvest because it already provides a number of features that will be required for IseHarvest to function. Tcpflow possesses the ability to: 1) use live or previously captured traffic, 2) organize captured TCP traffic into sessions that are organized by IP addresses and ports and 3) assemble corresponding data segments in respective sessions.

The first ability, retrieving packets from a live or saved capture, is implemented using the libpcap library [9]. Tcpflow initializes a handler depending on whether Tcpflow is using a specified input file or using an Ethernet device:

```c
pd = pcap_open_offline(infile, error);
handler = find_handler(dlt, infile);
```

Or:
pd = pcap_open_live(device, SNAPLEN, !no_promisc, 1000, error);
handler = find_handler(dlt, device);

dlt represents the data link type that will be used and infile or device is the input file or network device used for retrieving packets. Once a handler is created, Tcpflow calls pcap_loop to initialize packet reading:

pcap_loop(pd, -1, handler, NULL);

pcap_loop is a function provided by the libpcap library, it uses pointer pd and handler to access either the capture file or network device to continually read packets from either location. Once a packet is read, the first step is to look at and strip the IP header from the packet to allow easier access to the next layer of data. Tcpflow is designed to only handle TCP traffic, so if the packet contains any other protocols, such as User Datagram Protocol (UDP) or Address Resolution Protocols (ARP), it currently disregards those packets since it is not interested in them. The next step for Tcpflow is to process the TCP headers. Once the TCP header is read from the data packet, a “flow” object is created to correspond to this packet. This object keeps track of source and destination IP addresses and corresponding port numbers for each address. The flow structure is provided as follows:

```c
typedef struct {
    u_int32_t src;
    u_int32_t dst;
    u_int16_t sport;
    u_int16_t dport;
} flow_t;
```

Once the flow is created, it is used to create a flow_state_struct that will keep track of additional information for individual TCP streams, such as what file is used to save the outputted stream. The flow_state_struct is an object created to identify necessary information to maintain and keep track of active streams. This object is then placed into
a list of all open connections that are currently active. Whenever a new stream is detected, a flow object is created as well as a corresponding flow_state_struct. Once created, they are placed into a list to enable Tcpflow to identify any data packets that will belong to the existing streams. The flow_state_struct keeps track of the flow, associated output file and various other pieces of information. The flow_state_struct object is structured as follows:

```c
typedef struct flow_state_struct {
    struct flow_state_struct *next;
    flow_t flow;
    tcp_seq isn;
    FILE *fp;
    long pos;
    int flags;
    int last_access;
} flow_state_struct;
```

Now that a flow_state_struct has been created, all packets that match the flow designated by this state (meaning possess the same source IP address, destination IP address, source port and destination port) will be outputted to the file designated by their corresponding flow_state_struct. Additionally, since TCP packet sequence numbers are incremented according to the size of each packet in a specific TCP stream, they are used to chronologically output all data to the specified output file such that data will be placed in correct order when written to files along with its HTTP header information. Each output file is named and identified based on the flow object, meaning by IP addresses and ports. These output files are designated as follows:

```
<source_IP>:<source_port>-><destination_IP>:<destination_port>
```

```
192.168.1.1.54321-192.168.1.2.54322
```

When a TCP stream is active, it is common for multiple files to be transferred over the stream. Therefore once a stream is closed, there will often be multiple data files
stored in the specified output file. From this point, Tcpflow was modified to enable it to function in a manner that met the goals for IseHarvest (more on this below). IseHarvest extension replaced the current TCP stream reconstruction and rewrote it to reconstruct individual files instead multiple files together for a stream, with capacity for future protocols to be added.

3.2 IseHarvest Extension

As stated previously, IseHarvest is intended to be a software framework that provides users with a visual method of analyzing network traffic to determine web content has been transferred over the network. It is additionally implemented to be easy expanded to handle further protocols as necessary.

The following subsections discuss the components and modifications that were incorporated into Tcpflow to expand it to the needed level.

3.2.1 Packet Filtering

IseHarvest’s initial functionality is to be able to parse and identify web files, such as webpage HyperText Markup Language (HTML), Cascading Style Sheets (CSS), images and as many other file formats that maybe be commonly placed on web pages. This necessitates the need to identify when files are being sent over the wire. At the point in the application where IseHarvest actually sees packets received by Tcpflow functionality, we have stripped off the TCP and IP packet headers, leaving only HTTP or any other protocol that TCP packets may contain. [11] Since IseHarvest is intended to primarily reconstruct web traffic from over the Internet, it focuses on the HTTP protocol,
until other protocols are developed.

In HTTP, packet headers are important when browsing through the internet. A web browser will commonly send a GET packet to a designated web server when requesting a web page. These GET requests are commonly structured similarly to these examples:

```
GET / HTTP/1.1
Host: www.iastate.edu
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (X11; U; Linux x86_64; en-US; rv:1.8.1.12) Gecko/20061201 Firefox/2.0.0.12 (Ubuntu-feisty)
Accept: text/xml,application/xml,application/xhtml+xml,text/html;q=0.9,text/plain;q=0.8,image/png,*/*;q=0.5
Accept-Language: en-us,en;q=0.5
Accept-Encoding: gzip,deflate
Accept-Charset: ISO-8859-1,utf-8;q=0.7,*;q=0.7
Keep-Alive: 300
Connection: keep-alive
```

Or:

```
GET /styles/07/isutopB2.css HTTP/1.1
Host: www.iastate.edu
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (X11; U; Linux x86_64; en-US; rv:1.8.1.12) Gecko/20061201 Firefox/2.0.0.12 (Ubuntu-feisty)
Accept: text/css,*/*;q=0.1
Accept-Language: en-us,en;q=0.5
Accept-Encoding: gzip,deflate
Accept-Charset: ISO-8859-1,utf-8;q=0.7,*;q=0.7
Keep-Alive: 300
Connection: keep-alive
Referer: http://www.iastate.edu/
```

These packets are identified by a “GET” which is then normally followed directly with either a “/”, in the case of root web pages, or by the name of the file that is about to be transferred over the network. The complete filename is constructed for IseHarvest using both the name identified following the “GET” and the host specified after the field “Host:”, “www.iastate.edu” in this case. Therefore the complete filename are created as “/www.iastate.edu/” for the first packet and “/www.iastate.edu/styles/07/isutopB2.css” for the second packet [12]. Notice, that the first packet is only specified by the directory of
“/www.iastate.edu/”. IseHarvest appends ”index.html” to the end of the filename in order to be able to write the document to a file. This is consistently followed for main homepages. Therefore the complete filename for the first packet is “/www.iastate.edu/index.html”.

Once the filenames are identified, IseHarvest creates each directory and file listed in the complete filename. This allows IseHarvest the added benefit of simulating the directory structure of a given web server, preventing files with the same name from overwriting each other, and providing insight into how a web server was designed. Concurrently, this method of file naming and association allows multiple websites to exist together without impacting each others files. Thus, the GET request provides a convenient method to identify files being transferred over the wire, determine what to call a file in order when writing it to the hard drive, and keep track of multiple files with the identical names.

Once the GET request is detected traveling from client to server, it is necessary to watch for file data sent from the server to client computer:

![Diagram of GET Request and Document](image-url)
Therefore it is necessary to modify \textit{flow\_state\_struct} in order to account for the reversed direction. The new object, referred to as a \textit{session}, contains an additional \textit{flow} object, so it keeps track of both directions (to and from the client (source) computer and the server (destination)) to make it easier to identify where traffic belongs:

\begin{verbatim}
typedef struct session {
    struct session *next;
    flow_t src_dest;
    flow_t dest_src;
    tcp_seq isn;
    FILE *fp;
    char filename[NAME_SIZE];
    long pos;
    int flags;
    int last_access;
    int data_type;
    int chunked;
    int gzipped;
    int directories;
} session;
\end{verbatim}

Like Tcpflow, most packets have a \textit{session} corresponding to it in the local list of active TCP streams. This list is again used to ultimately determine where received data packets will need to go based on the \textit{flow} object that corresponds to each packet, referring to the source and destination IP addresses and port numbers extracted from each packet. Additionally, there are a number of differences between this object and the original \textit{flow\_state\_struct} defined by Tcpflow.

First, besides containing two \textit{flow} objects instead of one, each \textit{session} contains the actual filename to write extracted data to in order to make file identification and re-linking (section 3.2.3) easier. The other major changes are that the \textit{session} contains three additional variables; \textit{data\_type}, \textit{chunked} and \textit{gzipped}. The variable \textit{data\_type} is used to identify what type of file is being transferred, whether HTML, JPEG, etc... The value \textit{chunked} is used to identify if a file being send over the network has been segmented by
the server. This only happens when the server dynamically creates files and does not know how large a file is when sending. The server will flag the data as *chunked* and sends small pieces of the data over at a time. IseHarvest therefore needs to be able to parse out when data is segmented so that it can re-assemble the data when its transfer is complete to make the data readable. The final variable, *gzipped*, is similar to *chunked* in that it does not apply to every packet transferred between computers. For larger files transferred between web servers and client computers, it is prudent to compress a file to a smaller size to improve the speed that pages are loaded by the client’s web browser. When this happens, the server flags the data as *gzipped*, or compressed, so that the client computer understands to uncompress the file before attempting to read and display the data to the user. Likewise IseHarvest needs to be aware of compressed data in order to uncompress and write it to a file to readable by the user and any tools that the user may use in conjunction with IseHarvest.

At this point, IseHarvest has identified all the necessary information from the initial HTTP packets. Once a file has been identified with a GET request, IseHarvest begins looking for the data packets. From here on out, any data packets without a corresponding active session are discarded and ignored. Since IseHarvest is a passive application, if there are missing or corrupt packets in the capture, it cannot correctly re-assemble the files. It assembles with the data it has and leaves the files for analysis. Data extraction and reconstruction are discussed in the following section.

### 3.2.2 Data Extraction and Reconstruction

This section is going to discuss the methods and processes used to implement data
extraction from the corresponding network packets. This includes identifying the data packets, identifying the corresponding output, un-segmenting the data, and decompressing the data files to enable them to be easily read by a user when reconstructed.

After filtering the captured packets for active sessions, the first step in the reconstruction process is to identify the corresponding output file. If you recall from the previous section, upon receiving a GET request that the client browser sent out we extracted necessary information from that packet. This information included the filename, IP addresses (source and destination) and port numbers that are involved in the transmission of this data file. Upon receiving a data packet, the first values checked are the IP addresses and port numbers associated with a given data packet. These values are compared to the locally kept list of active sessions. If an active session contains a flow object matching the IP addresses and ports identified with this data packet, the data is stored to the file linked to by the corresponding active session. To ensure data segments are written to the correct locations in corresponding files, the sequence number of the packets is used as a write address. When the initial GET request is detected for a data file, the sequence number for that session is identified as the “zero” index for this data packet, and used as the initial place marker for writing data to the output file. Since the sequence numbers correspond to the number of bytes written by previous data packets (sequence number 1275 higher than the initial place marker means 1275 bytes were written before the current packet and 1275 is the current location to start writing), they can be used to conveniently identify what location in a file to write the current data fragment. This ensures data is written to the correct location in the corresponding output
file, regardless of the order a packet has been received. Since IseHarvest is a passive application, and if any packets are corrupt or missing in a traffic capture, the resulting files may be potentially unreadable.

When data files are completely received, there remain small issues of un-segmenting chunked files and decompressing data if necessary. Due to the formatting of segmenting data files, “un-chunking” those files is fairly simple. A data file is chunked most frequently when a server is dynamically creating files for a client. Files are segmented using simple protocol that is delimited by carriage returns and line feeds (CRLF, two bytes of the value 0x0d0a). When data is segmented it is broken into fragments of various sizes. It is segmented by using an initial length, in bytes, which is followed by CRLF. Following the initial length is the data segment of the specified length. Once the data segment has reached the specified length, it is followed by another CRLF and the process repeats with the length of the next segment and data of the new specified length. This pattern continues until a length value of zero is parsed followed by two CRLFs to signify the end of the data being sent. To un-segment the data, IseHarvest proceeds by reading each specified length and the corresponding data segment. As IseHarvest reads each length, it writes only the corresponding data to temporary file but not the length value. Once all data has been read and length values removed, the original data file is deleted and the temporary file changed to the old name.

At this point IseHarvest has removed extraneous information from the data and can proceed to decompress the data files if necessary. If a designated file was flagged as being gzipped by the initial packet sent from the server to the client, it is a simple matter to decompress the data. IseHarvest executes the application gzip, assuming it is an
installed application, and the data file will be automatically decompressed to allow the local computer to easily view and use the received file. The next step for IseHarvest is to re-link HTML and CSS files so they reference files locally.

3.2.3 Re-linking

When all data files are received and re-assembled on the local computer, each image, video, document, etc… can be easily viewed individually. However, it is desirable to view entire web pages that were accessed through the network. Therefore, the next step is to rewrite HTML and CSS documents to link to images and documents locally instead of attempting to connect to the web server. As stated previously, when a website is viewed all necessary pieces (images, documents, etc) are sent to the client’s web browser to allow the client to see the web page correctly, unless cached by the client browser. When an HTML document is viewed, all components are linked to as if they were on the web server, as follows:

*Example of HTML and CSS original links.*

```html
<img src="http://www.iastate.edu/img/isu282.gif" alt="Iowa State University" width="282" height="21" />
<script src="/js/gamewatcher07.js" type="text/javascript"></script>
<a class="abc" id="u" href="http://www.iastate.edu/index/alpha/U.shtml">U</a>
```

This code represents an HTML document linking to an image, a JavaScript document, and a SHTML page. The Iowa State University homepage was again used as an example, with all of the original HTML and CSS code, looks as follows in figure 8 when viewed from a browser over the internet. As shown, the entire web page is easily viewable using a regular web browser. However, using IseHarvest, the web page should be viewable locally without an internet connection. The following image is how the Iowa State University homepage looks with the HTML and CSS code not re-linked, but not able to
access the a web server in order to display referenced images and documents, in other words how only the HTML looks without an internet connection as in figure 9. This page is viewable and it is possible to determine a lot about the web page from the links and textual information contained. This can represent a problem however, because the intent of IseHarvest is to allow a third party to view as much of a websites as possible without directly communicating with the web server that hosts a specified web page, to see everything that the target sees in a sense. This requires IseHarvest to modify any HTML or CSS files on the fly to allow the complete web page to be viewed. If links were not modified or redirected, then the browser would attempt to download all data
Figure 9: ISU Homepage with IseHarvest without re-linking

from that original web page to view the website. An example of what links should look like after being re-linked, is as follows:

Example of re-linked HTML and CSS links.

```html
<img src="../www.iastate.edu/img/isu282.gif" alt="Iowa State University" width="282" height="21" />
<script src="/js/gamewatcher07.js" type="text/javascript"></script>
<a class="abc" id="u" href="../www.iastate.edu/index/alpha/U.shtml">U</a>
```

The first step in re-linking files is to parse for entries that include websites or filenames. The most common examples or “tags” linking to other files in HTML or CSS
code are referenced in the above examples and include: \texttt{img src} for image files, \texttt{script src} for java related files and \texttt{href} for linking to other web pages and documents [12]. Once a specific tag is located, it is often in the format of a complete path name to specific files. An example of this is “\url{http://home/web/image.jpg}” or “\url{/home/web/image.jpg}”. These links may reference another website if containing an “\url{http://}” or are an absolute path from the local root web directory. To re-link properly on the local machine, this path needs to be changed from “\url{http://home/web/image.jpg}” to simply “\url{../home/web/image.jpg}”. The “..” is necessary because if the link is referencing another website, it needs to go down to a lower directory in order to enter the correct website captured by IseHarvest.

Once a specific link is modified appropriately, it is written to the data file and once all specific links have been re-linked to the local machine, it is now potentially feasible to view the website directly off the local computer. The following webpage, figure 10, is again the Iowa State University homepage, except now run through the entire IseHarvest application.

The shown webpage is identical to the original website when viewed from any computer over an internet connection. This page was displayed from the images and data captured from another computer viewing the Iowa State webpage. Once the captured traffic was entered into IseHarvest, the internet connection was disabled for the viewing computer and viewed locally without any possibility of a connection to the original web server. The originally viewed site and the re-constructed site are identical when viewed through the browsers and, as previously discussed, the only differences between the two are the location of the data corresponding to the webpage; on a remote web server or
locally contained.

Figure 10: ISU Homepage with IseHarvest with re-linking

3.2.4 Framework

As stated, in addition to performing HTTP reconstruction IseHarvest is intended to provide a framework for easy integration of additional protocol handling. There are multiple layers of extensibility available within IseHarvest. These layers include implementing additional network layer protocols (IP, ARP), transport layer protocols (TCP, UDP), and other application layer protocols (HTTP, FTP, etc…) that may be integrated into IseHarvest.
In order to incorporate additional protocols, IseHarvest is layered to handle the different protocols. Currently, it ignores all packets except for IP packets and handles them with the following function call:

```c
process_ip(const u_char *data, u_int32_t length);
```

Parameters to this function include the packet data (`data`) and the length of the packet (`length`). Internally to this function, the IP header is read and stripped away as no longer needed. If the packet is identified as a TCP packet it is passed into the following function, otherwise the packet is not supported and discarded:

```c
process_tcp(const u_char *data, u_int32_t length, u_int32_t src, u_int32_t dst);
```

Parameters passed into this function include the data packet (`data`), the length of the TCP packet (`length`), source IP address (`src`), and the destination IP address (`dest`). Similarly to the IP function, the TCP header is read and stripped since it is no longer needed. Finally, the packet is passed into the following function to be processed for HTTP:

```c
process_http(flow_flow, const u_char *data, u_int32_t length, u_int32_t seq, u_int32_t ack_seq);
```

Parameters include the data packet, length, source and destination addresses, as well as sequence numbers (`seq` and `ack_seq`) to identify placement of the data packets.

In order to implement an additional protocol, it is necessary to insert new function (`process_protocol`) in the correct layer in the application. This will depend on the protocol: File Transfer Protocol (FTP) would be placed in the transport layer and the function call referenced in the main header file (`Tcpflow.h`) for example. Including the source modules in this manner should allow additional protocols to be easily inserted into IseHarvest. Compiling the new code will be covered in section 3.2.5.
3.2.5 Compiling

Tcpflow had an extensive and effective system of compiling to ensure that the application could be compiled on a variety of Linux and Unix operating systems. The majority of this compiling system, including makefiles and configuration files, was simplified to make compiling of the application easier to perform. Makefile construction is as follows:

```
http.o: http.c
    (for each source file)
IseHarvest: datalink.o flow.o main.o tcpip.o util.o http.o
    Gcc –g –O2 –Wall –Wno-unused –o IseHarvest datalink.o flow.o main.o tcpip.o util.o http.o
    (for main executable)
```

In order to compile the IseHarvest application, there is only a need to enter one command from inside the source code directory. The command needed to compile the IseHarvest system is:

```
make
```

This command automatically compiles the source and header files inside the source code directory. Once compiled, an executable file labeled IseHarvest is created and may be used to execute the application.

In order to compile in a new source file, it needs to follow the pattern established by the http.o and similar compile lines. Then simply add in the <new>.o into the IseHarvest compile command and the application should be compile-able.

Operating instructions are documented in the following section.

3.2.6 Operating

IseHarvest executes similarly to Tcpflow since it contains many of the same
functionalities, with the added functionalities of packet re-assembly. Once the program has been compiled, there are a number of parameters that may be entered to enable functionality to be maintained.

The default functionality is data extraction and re-assembly from a specified PCAP formatted file as input. IseHarvest’s default functionality is executed as follows:

```
IseHarvest -r <PCAP file>
```

When executed in this manner, IseHarvest reads the specified PCAP file and assembles the data as specified in the implementation section. The data files outputted are placed in the local directory that IseHarvest was called from. Currently all files are outputted and placed into the current directory as detected and assembled. Currently, the application is being expanded to identify what web page is being monitored; all files that are detected to belong to this web page will be placed in a common directory for ease of identification and prevent data files with identical names from overwriting previous files.

It is possible to run IseHarvest on a live capture of data traffic. This mode of operation may have two affects; 1) running on any internet connection which receives a useful amount of internet traffic may cause IseHarvest to slow down due to the large number of read and write accesses performed for each packet and when data files are re-linked, and 2) if IseHarvest is slowed down while attempting to keep up with a live internet connection it could potentially lose packets and end up with incomplete data files. IseHarvest may be operated in the live operation mode with the following command and root privileges:

```
IseHarvest -d <device>
```

An additional useful functionality originally provided by Tcpflow is to limit the
number of files that are opened at a single time. This cuts down on the number of
accesses to the hard drive of the local computer but also slows down the local computer
because only a limited number of files may be open at one time. This functionality is
implemented as follows:

\[ \text{IseHarvest} -f \langle \# \rangle -r \langle \text{PCAP file} \rangle \]

When a number \# is entered, this limits the number of total files that may be open at a
single time to \#. Otherwise the application attempts to detect the maximum number of
open files the operating system can handle. This may improve memory usage, but
consequently slow down the application due to continually opening and closing files with
large traffic captures.

IseHarvest offers other functionalities based on the original Tcpflow application
which can be viewed by looking at the Tcpflow man page or running the following
command for a brief help on available commands:

\[ \text{IseHarvest} -h \]

This displays a limited help menu to explain current options available to IseHarvest.

CHAPTER 4. TESTING

IseHarvest is tested with a variety of testing procedures. Initial tests were
operated by performing Wireshark captures of simple browsing to websites such as the
Iowa State University homepage (www.iastate.edu), the Slashdot website (slashdot.org)
and others.

To run IseHarvest one a live capture, you simply follow the operating instructions
in section 3.2.6 with a valid network device and IseHarvest will reconstruct traffic as it
To run IseHarvest on a capture file, you must create a capture to run IseHarvest upon. To create the traffic capture, the first step was to clear the local web browser’s cache to ensure that the web browser would load the entire web page. If the cache was cleared, it ensures that the entire web page would be transferred over the network. If one or more packets are not transferred, then the web page would be missing pieces on the monitoring computer. The next step is to use Wireshark to begin a data capture and, while Wireshark is running, access the desired web page (Iowa State homepage in this case). Wireshark will capture all the packets being sent to and from the web site and display them to you as follows in figure 11.

The screen shot in figure 11 shows Wireshark displaying an initial GET packet for the Iowa State homepage. The traffic that has been captured is now saved to the local computer, using Wireshark, in a PCAP data format. Once the file is written, IseHarvest is then called with the PCAP file as a parameter. Once operation on the PCAP file is complete, data is outputted to the local computer as displayed in figure 12.

The displayed files in figure 12 can then be accessed and used to open the web page locally. The Iowa State University web page as displayed previously in this document is the output of executing the www.iastate.edu/index.html file locally. This operation was successfully used to extract various web pages. Additionally, IseHarvest successfully captured the Iowa State University homepage as well as other web pages in a live capture operation. Testing on web pages such as Slashdot.org has successfully extracted and viewed the information with approximately an 80% success rate.
Figure 11: Wireshark Capturing ISU Homepage for testing

Figure 12: ISU Homepage Example Directory Output with IseHarvest
In figure 13, the circled location in red shows an image that failed to be viewed.

![Slashdot with IseHarvest](image)

**Figure 13: Slashdot with IseHarvest [14]**

For continued testing and fine-tuning, captured traffic files from the National Cyber Defense Competition (CDC) held by Iowa State University this school year are being used to continue improving IseHarvest. These tests provided large data files that rigorously test IseHarvest on a much larger scale than simply looking at individual web pages. IseHarvest successfully extracts the majority of the data from the capture files, but due to attacks and other files, IseHarvest can run into issues with re-linking HTML and CSS files from ISEAGE.
IseHarvest has been put under a number of tests that show its effectiveness at extracting HTTP traffic from captured data files. It has successfully extracted the majority of data from captured files with the exception of some dynamic content used in today’s internet. It currently extracts and assembles data more accurately than when viewed with the commercial tool by Iris®.
CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSION

IseHarvest utilizes many abilities that were built into Tcpflow, providing a stepping stone from the original functionality to implement data extraction in HTTP. It has been developed in a way that will allow future developers to implement new functionalities with relative ease. This thesis discussed the implementation of its current functionality and how it works to extract and re-assemble HTTP traffic. Following that model, future protocols can be implemented into this framework to allow adaptation and expansion.

I feel IseHarvest successfully meets its goal of providing a network traffic analyzer for web traffic content in HTTP traffic. I feel it successfully meets its goals to read captured TCP traffic, extract HTTP data, reconstruct complete data into viable documents, videos and web pages, re-link HTML and CSS pages to allow local viewing, and provide a framework for future modifications and extensions to be added to IseHarvest.

5.1 Limitations

As mentioned throughout this document, IseHarvest has a few limitations. IseHarvest successfully extracts data from complete streams and can successfully re-link the majority of HTML or CSS files that it intercepts. However, it is currently unable to account for all possibilities. The following are a number of the known limitations IseHarvest may run into.

The first limitation deals with IseHarvest’s ability capture traffic. To enable users
to more efficiently browse the Internet, web browsers cache web pages locally to allow faster loading. When a portion of a web page is cached locally, it will not be sent from the web server to the client computer. If a file or image is not sent between the web server and client, then IseHarvest is unable to intercept that data. Therefore, IseHarvest is unable to completely load web pages which contained cached content since it is intended to passively capture and only analyze what it sees.

A second limitation is one that affects all network analysis tools, dropped or corrupted packets. When a captured packet is corrupt or non-existent, it means IseHarvest is unable to complete the file that packet belongs to. A single corrupt segment of data causes an entire file to be corrupt. In normal circumstances, a web browser would potentially request that packet be sent again, but if not then IseHarvest is unable to guarantee a readable data file when it does not see all necessary packets.

An additional limitation of IseHarvest is in re-linking dynamically generated content. As web servers become more intelligent, they keep track information about client web browsers from cookies, databases, etc… An example of this issue is when a web server dynamically generates a web page for a client. It is possible to generate a web page such that two separate links will direct a user to an identical web address or Uniform Resource Locator (URL). The web server is able to understand and differentiate these two URLs, sending the correct information to the client when necessary. IseHarvest, however, is unable to detect these issues. IseHarvest creates one file and then overwrites it with data from the second link. This will cause both links to refer to the same place since IseHarvest is unable to refer back to the web server. This is an issue that, even in the future, IseHarvest will most likely be unable to effectively solve.
5.2 Future Work

As discussed earlier, it is necessary to re-link HTML and CSS files in order to ensure that the local computer can view the web pages correctly. While re-linking works very well on content that is somewhat static for a web site, it is not 100% effective for highly dynamic content on websites. Websites which generate content specifically for each client can have very dynamic pages that are more difficult to keep track of. While IseHarvest can still successfully partially reconstruct those web pages, dynamic links can include symbols or characters that disrupt IseHarvest’s ability to successfully re-link and load extracted files. Improving the functionality of IseHarvest to more effectively adapt to dynamic web pages will allow IseHarvest to improve its accuracy when reconstructing captured web pages.

As stated, IseHarvest is intended to be a framework for future protocols to be added to, and a major future goal would be to implement additional protocols and improve on HTTP if/as it changes. There are number of additional protocols and applications which, if implemented in IseHarvest, would be extremely useful. These protocols include, but are not limited to, email (SMTP or POP protocols), chat clients (Jabber or AIM), streaming videos, File Transfer Protocol (FTP), etc...

An additional potential future modification to IseHarvest would be to insert filtering options for capture files. It could be desirable to search through a large amount of traffic for specific streams of data or data files that may include a key word, specific IP address, or any other search variable. This may be inserted at numerous locations in the
application depending on the developer’s prerogative.

IseHarvest leaves options for many different ideas to be added and implemented in it. While the stated features would enhance IseHarvest, they should be implemented as the need arises to provide additional functionality.
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